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When a daughter wants her fathers love.. Her sweet daddy 💕  


But her mother has been traumatized and unable to connect with her father she 
will be in competition with the father.


So there will not be any partnership because the mother isn’t partner with herself.


As the mother has not been acknowledged by her father she will search for love 
that for her will become mainly physical & material. Sex and/or money.


This causes a lot of pain because it’s simply not true, not true love. So the mother 
has to remain rigid and frankly not humble (grateful) like a facade and boarder 

surrounding the heart.


This will be maintained with lies. Otherwise this behavior of going against nature 
will not function.


The daughter of these two human beings, the mother and the father will over time 
loose connection with her father which is a projection from the mother whom is in 

competition with him. All based upon her disconnect with her own father.


So she will portrait him as not loving and taint his name.


Children believe their mother most. Always because the mother is their origin of 
birth.


Should this family later have a son. This boy will then get the same treatment as he 
is the image of the father.


This happens because there is just so much pain inside the mother and daughter 
from what the honestly know they do and that needs an outlet.


Now they could begin speaking the truth and understand what is truly going on 
from the inside out. Or they can continue with their projections.


The boy is stuck in-between and is completely innocent. Bullied.


The son will in his relationships as he gets older develop a ”too kind” mentality and 
give him self away without getting anything back.


The daughter will follow in her mothers footsteps and will begin to seek love in the 
same way. Physical and material.


When she gets kids of her own she will do the same thing out of competition if she 
meets somebody kind and loving. Some young boy that has grown up to be a man 
but is a wounded little boy inside. So he will accept this behavior as love because 

he doesn’t know any better. He has to find out what love really is..




Just as the mother should have done before she engaged in any relationship 
outside of herself.


This is just an explanation of this kind of scenario.


Imagine if the parents are also physically abusive?


I can only speak for myself as I’ve been a very loving and giving father.


As I’ve always been somebody who wanted to speak the truth and do what is 
right.


I’ve learned this from being treated like some body..


Maybe women can relate to this?


Maybe loving and compassionate mothers can relate to this?


The role model and parental figure supreme.


A mother who treats herself like shit will communicate that to her son.

He doesn’t understand projection and everything around these behaviors.


But there is a strong possibility that he might treat women badly as a projection of 
his own originated in the anger he feels against his loving mother for treating 

herself like she does.


As the energy is stuck in fear which is located in the root of the spine where pro-
creation and primal needs are.


But daughter and son will fill that need in various sexual behaviors.


Sex is beautiful and very loving when you are @ home.


Home is where the heart is.


When you keep your ”home” messy with all kinds of confusion and anger, shame & 
guilt which is all ultimately fear.


You are tainting your own love.


This is now what you give away, in the name of love.

Which you can see-xy, becomes highly destructive.


And a never ending story. If we don’t learn what love is.


Some say that we should have a drivers license to have kids?

Well.. We should be truthful. And that’s what drives the entire universe.




A lie doesn’t have to be huge.

It’s in everything.


From the smallest to the biggest.


But what is hidden in snow?..


Will eventually come out.

Unless love dies.


Which I made a choice to never give up on.


Please speak the truth, always.


Or else we won’t live in a world of love.


Love is light.


Lies are darkness.


Don’t kill love. 

You’ll kill life. 

And that includes yourself.


Are you full of lies?


I’m sorry but youz a zombie.


Make up, dress, suit & tie?


Doesn’t matter.


What matters is truth.

What matters is love.


Sex is not love. 

What makes everything alright is humility.

Something that human beings think they attain and keep from the point on.


Which is again a lie.. You have to come back to humility, the gratitude & the love.

And that is difficult for an individual. When they don’t know what love is.


So begin there.


